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English Romans Subject Unit title

Reading

The books we will be studying this term 
are:

● Assassin

Vocabulary

Expanded noun phrases
Fronted adverbials
Direct Speech
Narrative
Possessive apostrophes
Wide range of conjunctions
Plural nouns

Writing

Progressively building a varied and rich 
vocabulary and an increasing range of 
sentence structures.

Discussing writing similar to that which they 
are planning to write in order to understand 
and learn from its structure.

Plan and write a narrative, detailing 
settings, characters and plots.

Grammar

Extending the range of sentences with 
more than one clause by using a wider 
range of conjunctions, including when, if, 
because, although

Using fronted adverbials with commas

Using expanded noun phrases

Using and punctuating direct speech

Indicating possession by using the 
possessive apostrophe with plural nouns



Maths
Area, 

Fractions, 
Decimals

Subject Unit title

Objectives
● Find the area of rectilinear shapes by counting squares.
● Recognise and show, using diagrams, families of common equivalent fractions. 
● Count up and down in hundredths; recognise that hundredths arise when dividing an object by one hundred and 

dividing tenths by ten. 
● Solve problems involving increasingly harder fractions to calculate quantities, and fractions to divide quantities, including 

non-unit fractions where the answer is a whole number. 
● Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator
● Recognise and write decimal equivalents of any number of tenths or hundredths. 
● Find the effect of dividing a one or two digit number by 10 or 100, identifying the value of the digits in the answer as 

ones, tenths and hundredths.
● Solve simple measure and money problems involving fractions and decimals to two decimal places. 
● Convert between different units of measure [for example, kilometre to metre].

Vocabulary
Area Decimal point
Rectilinear shapes
Fractions
Numerator
Denominator
Tenths
Hundredths



Science Physics History The 
Romans

BIG QUESTION: How is sound made and how does 
it travel?
● Identify how sounds are made, associating 

some of them with something vibrating
● Recognise that vibrations from sounds travel 

through a medium to the ear
● Find patterns between the pitch of a sound 

and features of the object that produced it
● Make relevant observations and comparisons 

between the volume of a sound and the 
strength of the vibrations that produced it

● Put forward ideas and make predictions 
about the effect distance has on sound

Vocabulary

Sound Frequency
Volume Investigation
Pitch Fair test
Tone
Vibration
Soundwave

BIG QUESTION: What was the Roman Empire?
● To use terms related to the period and begin 

to date events through creating a Roman 
timeline

● To understand more complex terms e.g. BC 
and AD through making connections with 
other civilisations

● Understand the Roman army
● Know what the term “empire” means
● To understand the process of the Roman 

invasion into Britain
● Understand that the Roman Empire was 

made up of countries which had been 
invaded and occupied.

● To research the everyday lives of Romans 
and compare with our life today

Vocabulary

BC, AD, century, before, after,
The past, history, invasion, Roman Empire, Roman 
Britain, Roman Army, occupation, centurion, Roman 
numerals



Art and 
Design

Mosaics Computing Research

Objectives, key questions

Design and create a mosaic to reflect Roman 
patterns.
● Design a mosaic using a hundred square
● Show an awareness of texture, shape and 

form by recreating a mosaic in 3D form

Vocabulary

Texture
3D
Shape
Form
Mosaic

BIG QUESTION: What is the most efficient way of 
finding key information out about the Romans?
● To think of search terms to use linked to 

questions they are finding the answers for. 
● To talk about the reliability of information on 

the Internet, e.g. the difference between fact 
and opinion. 

● To use Internet safety rules. 

Vocabulary

Research
Precise
Key words
Search engine
Cut and paste



Design and 
Technology

Roman 
Chariot Geography The Roman 

Empire

BIG QUESTION: How do we make a chariot fit for 
purpose on a small scale?
● Generate ideas, considering the purposes 

for which they are designing
● Make labelled drawings from different views 

showing specific features
● Evaluate products and identify criteria that 

can be used for their own designs
● Select appropriate tools and techniques for 

making their product
● Evaluate their work both during and at the 

end of the assignment  
● Evaluate their products carrying out 

appropriate tests 

Vocabulary

Chariot
Materials
Construction

BIG QUESTION: How did the Roman Empire 
change over time?
● To locate the world’s countries before, 

during and after the Roman Empire
● To describe and understand key aspects of 

human geography within the Roman Empire, 
including: economic activity including trade 
links

Vocabulary

Empire
Trade links
Locate
Human geography



Religious 
education Wisdom Music Move and 

moves

BIG QUESTION: What words of wisdom guide us?

● Explore and describe stories and words of 
wisdom from different faith communities

● Reflect on meaningful questions about 
words of wisdom 

● Give an example of a key idea about wisdom 
from one of the religions 

● Make links between religious teachings and 
their own ideas and values

Vocabulary

● Reflection
● Stillness
● Quietness
● Learning from silence
● The gift of peace

BIG QUESTION:

● Perform simple melodic and rhythmic parts 
with awareness of others.

● Improvise repeated patterns growing in 
sophistication

● Awareness of the effect of several layers of 
sound.

● Use sound to create abstract effects.
● Recognise and create repeated patterns with 

a range of instruments.
● Create accompaniments for tunes.

Vocabulary

Tempo
Dynamics/volume
Length/duration
Clash
Tempo
Rhythm
Clash
Technique
Compose

Duration
Dynamics/volume
Mood
Musical score
Notation
Symbol
Sequence
Duration
Dynamics/volume



Physical 
Education

Gymnastics Trips Murton 
Park

● To include change of speed.
● To include change of direction.
● To include a range of shapes.
● To follow a set of ‘rules’ to produce a 

sequence.
● To combine action, balance and shape.

Vocabulary

Movement
Speed
Shape
Sequence
Technique

Murton Park: A day in the life of a Roman soldier.
● To research the everyday lives of Romans 

and compare with our life today
● Understand the Roman army
● to study the role of faith and religion in 

Roman society

Vocabulary

Centurion
Soldier
Roman
Army
Everyday life


